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Can Chinese steel prices continue
recovering despite uncertain iron ore
market?
PAGE 4
Will the Indian imported scrap offers
rise further amid recent slowdown in
bookings?

Will European steelmakers accept
higher scrap prices?

Will sheet pricing in the US continue to
fall, or has pricing bottomed-out?

How much more can Turkish scrap
prices rise?

Will the Biden administration continue
to negotiate trade deals with largest
trading partners?

ArcelorMittal earnings
skyrocket, supportive 2022
conditions ahead
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Global Overview

Asia:Europe:North America:

Middle East:CIS:

Click here to view this map online

SAMPLE
Issue: 7-22 | Date: 15 February 2022

• Chinese steel prices up
• Japanese scrap prices increase
• Thai 2021 steel consumption

increased

• European scrap prices up
• Italian HRC prices keep

increasing
• EU steelmakers send good

outlooks

• US HRC, CRC prices fall by $100/st
• US OCTG pricing likely to remain

elevated through 2022
• Scrap market anticipates rebound

during US March’s trading

• Turkish scrap above $500
• MENA billet prices up again
• Turkish mills see gas supply

return

• Pig iron market remains strong

India:
• India hikes HRC offers by

another $40/t
• Imported scrap bookings came

down last week
• India seeks restoration of anti-

dumping duties

https://production.kallanish.com/en/weekly-steel/heat-map/
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Prices to watch:

In the news this week:

HRC / China
FOB
USD/t

Rebar / China
FOT

Warehouse
CNY/t

Billet / Manila
CFR
USD/t

5% 4% 3%

Asia: China
Chinese prices gain but iron
ore wobbles

FLATS
Chinese HRC becomes cheapest in rising
Vietnamese market
The Vietnamese hot rolled coil import market
has reopened this week with much-anticipated
price hikes from overseas suppliers. Chinese
HRC offers are now competitive. Although
Chinese suppliers have hiked export offers, their
quotes are lagging behind other Asian HRC
mills who have achieved much higher export
prices in tight overseas markets. Offers for 2mm
and up thickness SAE 1006 HRC from China
are prevailing at $840-850/tonne cfr Vietnam,
depending on supplier. But uptake is slow in
Vietnam. “Most buyers are keeping quiet,” a
Chinese trader says, although he is speaking to
customers again. “It [Chinese material] is the
cheapest, but customers still cannot follow such
increases,” observes a trader in Ho Chi Minh
City.

LONGS
ASEAN billet buyers resist hiked offers
Importers of billet are slow to accept the price
hikes sought by suppliers in East Asia. Suppliers
have pushed offers to near or beyond $700/
tonne cfr in the past week, but transactions
appear to be few and taking place at just below
this level. An Indonesian mill is offering 150mm
3sp billet at around $700/t cfr in East Asia,
including China, Taiwan and the Philippines. An
order was taken on 10 February at $685/t cfr
Kaohsiung, a local trader says. A regional trader
is certain a booking took place last week for the
Indonesian billet at $690/t cfr, but is uncertain if
it went to China or Taiwan. Some traders hear
of recent unconfirmed deals for the Indonesian
billet to China or Taiwan at $695-700/t cfr. A
Chinese trader heard on Friday that billet from
the same Indonesian mill was booked at $705/t
cfr China. "It was a booking to speculate for
future delivery against a hedge in the futures
market," he says.

RAW MATEWRIALS
Japanese scrap export, domestic prices
spring up
A Japanese monthly scrap export tender has
settled nearly 10% higher on-month. This is in
tandem with rising international scrap prices. In
Wednesday’s tender, the Kanto Tetsugen
Cooperative Association awarded two 5,000-
tonne parcels to Daisen Sangyo Corp at JPY
55,850/tonne ($483/t) and JPY 55,840/t
respectively. These prices are for H2 grade and
on an fas basis. The average award price of JPY
55,845/t fas or around JPY 56,845/t ($493/t) fob
Japan was JPY 4,862/t higher than last month’s
tender. The association announced that 15
companies took part in the 9 February tender
and they bid in total for 133,150t.

CORPORATE
Thai consumption, foreign trade surge in
2021
Thailand's steel industry registered growth in
consumption, production, imports and exports
last year. While finished steel consumption rose
strongly, the Iron & Steel Institute of Thailand
(ISIT) has forecast that steel demand will
grow by a more modest increase in 2022. Last
year, Thai finished steel consumption rose by a
strong 12.8% y-o-y to 18.64 million tonnes,
according to the institute. Consumption of flats
rose sharply, by 18.7% to 12.16mt in 2021. Steel
production meanwhile rose by 5.6% to 7.64mt.
Imports of finished steel rose by 19.1% to
12.4mt and exports increased by 25.6% to
1.39mt.

SAMPLE
Issue: 7-22 | Date: 15 February 2022

By: Tomas Gutierrez, Asia Editor
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• Prices to watch:

In the news this week:

HMS 80:20
Scrap / India /
CFR USD/t

E40 Shredded
Scrap / India /
CFR USD/t

-1% 0%

HRC / India /
FOB USD/t

5%

Asia: India
India further hikes HRC offers,
scrap bookings down

FLATS
Indian steelmakers seek antidumping duties
restoration
Indian steelmakers have requested the finance
ministry to consider imposing anti-dumping
duties on steel imports, to safeguard the
domestic industry. Owing to rising steel prices in
the domestic market, India recently revoked
anti-dumping duties on various steel imports.
This has created some panic in the domestic
market, with the steel industry fearing that
dumping at low prices will disrupt domestic
production and demand. In discussions
following India’s national budget publication,
JSW chairman Sajjan Jindal informed the
finance ministry about the major reasons for the
recent price hikes for steel and the impact of
removing anti-dumping duties.

RAW MATERIALS
Bangladesh steel association demands
scrap import duty cut
The Bangladesh Steel Manufacturers
Association (BSMA) has demanded the
government cut duties and taxes on imports of
crucial feedstocks including scrap and sponge
iron. Currently, Bangladesh imposes BDT
500-1500/tonne ($5.81-17.45) countervailing
duties, BDT 500/t advanced income tax (AIT),
15% VAT (only applicable on stainless steel
scrap) on scrap imports. According to the
association, owing to duties and taxes, coupled
with surging ship and container prices, the
production cost of the rod (rebar) has also gone
up, hurting the country’s construction sector.

CORPORATE
JSW Steel posts rise in crude steel
production
JSW Steel’s standalone crude steel output grew
15% on-year to 1.65 million tonnes in January,
against 1.43mt a year earlier. The firm’s flat-
rolled steel production rose 23% on-year to
1.25mt, against 1.01mt last year. JSW’s long
steel production grew 4% to 374,000t, against
359,000t in the corresponding period last year.
The company’s January crude steel production
also grew 8% on-month against 1.53mt
produced in December. Flat-rolled steel and
long steel production surged 12% and 16%
respectively from 1.11mt and 332,000t in
December. According to the steel company, the
expansion project at Dolvi works, which
commenced commercial operations in
November, is gradually ramping up capacity
utilisation.

CORPORATE
JSPL steel output rises marginally,
deliveries drop
The third quarter of the fiscal year ending 31
March 2022 (FQ3) witnessed a sharp rise in
steel demand versus the previous quarter, says
Jindal Steel and Power (JSPL). However, owing
to atypical rains, lack of railway wagons, and
muted demand amid surging Covid-19 cases,
demand dropped 7% on-year in the quarter. The
steel company expects demand to grow in FQ4
on the back of the government’s push on
infrastructure in the recent national budget,
increased wagon availability and rising private
capital expenditure. JSPL’s steel production
grew by 2% on-year to 1.96 million tonnes in the
December quarter. Deliveries however fell 3% to
1.82mt. The mill produced 1.82mt of iron ore
pellet and sold 10,000t in FQ3.

SAMPLE
Issue: 7-22 | Date: 15 February 2022

By: Aameer Sayed, India Journalist

CORPORATE
AMNS India deliveries drop amid sluggish demand, rain
Sluggish demand, coupled with unseasonal rains and logistics disruption saw December-quarter steel prices drop in the
Indian market, ultimately leading to production cuts by a majority of mills. ArcelorMittal Nippon Steel India (AMNS India)’s
crude steel production marginally dropped by 2% on-year to 1.85 million tonnes in the quarter. Deliveries slipped 3% to
1.73mt. Despite a fall in deliveries, the company’s Ebitda grew 59% on-year to $435 million in the quarter. Production and
deliveries, however, surged 12% and 10% on-year respectively to 7.39mt and 6.91mt in the 2021 calendar year.
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Prices to watch:

In the news this week:

HRC / N
Europe Ex-
Works EUR/t

HMS 1/2
Scrap (80:20) /
Rotterdam

Rebar / Italy
Ex-Works
EUR/t

5% -1%Scrap prices in Europe keep
looking up

CORPORATE
EU imports mark new record in 2021:
Eurofer
Finished steel products imports into Europe
marked a new record in 2021, surpassing the
previous annual high recorded in 2019. In
November 2021 alone, imports reached some
5 million tonnes, well above the previous
monthly record of 4.5mt registered in August
2019. Overall, in 2021, Eurofer calculates
imports reached almost 32.5mt; back in 2019
these stood at slightly above 30mt. “In the first
11 months of 2021, imports of finished
products rose by 39% over 2020, imports of
flat products by 43% y-o-y and imports of long
products by 25% y-o-y,” the association
explains.

FLATS
Italian HRC prices keep increasing
Italian hot rolled coil spot prices are increasing
in contracts compared to last week, in line with
producers’ hiking quotes. Some steelmakers
are mulling further increases this month
following the rapid escalation of international
and domestic values. This week, the demand
revival is continuing from service centres and
re-rollers, and sellers are less inclined to
concede in negotiations. Steelmakers are now
asking for between €880-900/tonne
($1,005-1,027) base ex-works, up from last
week’s average asking levels of €860-880/t.
Meanwhile, after withholding quotes for a few
days, some major Asian suppliers have
pushed up their asking values further, from
last week’s $950/t cfr southern Europe to this
week’s levels of above $1,000/t cfr, sources
say.

CORPORATE
German fabricators cautiously forecast
growth
Germany’s steel and metals fabricators see a
light on the horizon, “albeit a dim one because
we have to carry a heavy load of costs”, says
their federation, WSM. According to figures
from the federal statistics office, the sector’s
production value in 2021 was 10.4% higher
than in 2020, but 3.5% lower than in the pre-
pandemic year of 2019. Last year, a better
recovery from the Covid-19 shock was
prevented by the material shortage that hit
companies in the automotive segment,
especially. “Otherwise, the year-on-year
increase would have been bigger." Now that
the automotive industry is cautiously
optimistic that supply bottlenecks will be
overcome in the second half of the year, WSM
dares to forecast 4% growth for the coming six
months. “If the supply of materials and parts
stabilises, we might be able to even achieve
an increase of 7% for the full year,” Vietmeyer
says.

LONGS
Northern European wire rod market stays
quiet
Northern European wire rod prices continued
to remain unchanged this week due to the
quiet market, say market participants.
However, sources still expect new hikes. “It’s
very simple: the steel mills must purchase
new amounts for March and they will pay the
price the producers are asking today,” a buyer
from the Netherlands tells. “But if they wait, I
am 100% sure they will pay more within two
weeks.” Domestic transaction prices for
drawing-quality wire rod are currently at €860-
870/tonne ($979-990/t) ex-works and mesh is
at €880/t, sources say. Producers are asking
for €870/t ex-works, on average, for drawing-
quality rod.

1%

SAMPLE
Issue: 7-22 | Date: 15 February 2022

By: Emanuele Norsa, Europe Editor

Europe

CORPORATE
Thyssenkrupp expects sustained steel demand
Thyssenkrupp Group saw a slight year-on-year decline in first-fiscal-quarter-through-December steel deliveries, but firmly
believes in stability of demand going forward. The group’s many automotive customers lowered production and also
reduced their call-offs of steel volumes they had contracted with thyssenkrupp’s units tk Steel Europe (production) and tk
Materials Services (distribution). During a conference call on Thursday, chief financial officer Klaus Keysberg, who is
responsible for steel activities at the thyssenkrupp AG level, expressed optimism that demand will be healthy going
forward. The call-offs by carmakers “are about to normalise by summer, and you cannot really look further beyond."
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Prices to watch:

In the news this week:

US HRC
USD/s.ton

US CRC
USD/s.ton

US OCTG
P110

USD/s.ton

-7.7% -5.3% 0%

Americas

Hot, cold rolled coil prices
continue to slip in the US

FLATS
US HRC prices continue to erode
Hot rolled coil prices continue to erode in the
US market, with domestic mills in stiff
competition to win limited orders and service
centres continuing to hold off on spot market
purchases as they work through high priced
inventory. Spot market prices for HRC
declined another $100/short ton this week,
falling to $1,120-1,200/st, ex-works mill.
Prices are down more than $400/st since the
start of the year.

FLATS
Plate prices remain steady in US market
Domestic plate pricing continues to hold the
line in the US market, with expectations of a
decline by the end of the month. Spot pricing
for standard A36 plate products continues to
be reported in the range of $1,800-1,850/short
ton, ex-works mill with lead times in the 4-6
week range. Lower prices will be welcomed by
end users who have long become weary of
the elevated pricing levels which have been
ongoing since early in 2021.

LONGS
Rebar pricing holds steady in the US
Rebar pricing in the US continues to trend
steady through February, despite the looming
threats of rising imports and falling domestic
scrap prices. According to a Northeast rebar
distributor, strong demand for domestically
produced rebar has kept pricing elevated in
recent weeks despite the decline in scrap
prices. The weekly price assessment for #4
rebar products from the US in 20-foot sticks
was maintained on Tuesday at a range of
$1,010-1,030/short ton, ex-works, domestic
mill.

TUBES & PIPES
US tubulars market will benefit from
midstream investments
Coming waves of investment in midstream
energy operations are expected to be a boon
for the energy tubulars market in the US. The
US market for OCTG has been dealing with
supply constraints brought on by the Covid-19
pandemic and the marked run-up in hot rolled
coil prices last year. OCTG prices remain
elevated, with end user pricing for
representative product P110 OCTG steady
this week at $2,700-3,000/short ton for
threaded and coupled API connections.

RAW MATERIALS
US scrap market eyes March improvement
US scrap market participants are hopeful over
March trading after transactions in February
have failed to offset the large price losses
seen in January. However, while suppliers
think there is big potential for an upward trend
in March, mills are doubtful. In any case,
neither side expects another drop at this point,
but there is still some time to go before March
trading starts.

CORPORATE
Omicron, heavy rains impact Brazil’s
January car production
Brazil’s automotive sector began 2022 with
deteriorating performance. The persisting
global semiconductor shortage, along with the
Covid-19 Omicron variant and adverse
weather conditions, significantly impacted the
industry in January. Car production, as well as

domestic sales and exports, fell month-on-month in the period. According to local automotive association Associação
Nacional dos Fabricantes de Veículos Automotores (Anfavea), production dropped by 31.1% month-on-month in January
to 145,417 vehicles. Output was also 27.4% lower compared to 200,398 units a year earlier. "It was a record month in
terms of Omicron variant infections in the country and rains above average for the period, which affected production,
supplies and purchases," says Anfavea president Luiz Carlos Moraes. “Another factor that impacted performance was
the entry into force of the new national stocking registration and the digital licensing process. The systems did not reflect
all cars sold in January, but the situation is now normalised.”

RAW MATERIALS
Vale's 2021 production increases, foresees further 2022 growth
Vale saw iron ore output and sales decrease sequentially in the fourth quarter, but full-year performance recovered
strongly. The miner anticipates a potential further increase in production and sales in 2022. Vale ended 2021 with around
340 million tonnes of iron ore production capacity and expects this to be up to 370mt by the end of 2022. This will be
possible after the ramp-up of tailings filtration plants at the Itabira and Brucutu mines during the second half of the year.
All operations in Minas Gerais affected by heavy rains in January have already resumed. The stoppages’ impact on Vale’s
iron ore production was approximately 2mt and does not affect annual production guidance of 320-335mt for 2022.

SAMPLE
Issue: 7-22 | Date: 15 February 2022

By: Zach Johnson, Steel Journalist
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Prices to watch:

In the news this week:

HMS 1/2 scrap
CFR Turkey/

USD/t

Billet FOB
Black Sea/

USD/t

Rebar FOB
Turkey/
USD/t

3% 1% 1%

Middle East & CIS

Turkish domestic scrap rises,
imports consolidate above $500

exports to the US, which have all but ceased after Section 232 was enforced by the Trump administration in 2018. In
2021, 406,000t of HS code 7208 product was dispatched for the US from Turkey, compared to just 21,898t in 2020.
However, Turkish HR flats exports to the US could be affected by the US-Japan trade deal agreed this week. Exports of
the most-traded hot-rolled flat products under 3mm thickness (HS code 720839) declined by 20.4% on-year to 1.04mt in
January-December, while December export volume more than doubled on-month but declined 15.7% on-year at
114,753t.

FLATS
Market rejects Turkish CRC rises, HDG catches on
Prices of cold rolled and hot-dip galvanised coil continued to rise over the past week in Turkey, in line with gains in hot
rolled coil and power restrictions curbing output. The power restrictions have been lifted this week. Buyers have however
become more cautious and purchases are very few, in both domestic and export markets. Mills increased offers quite
significantly, by around $40-50/tonne on-week to $1,140-1,170/tonne ex-works and $1,090-1,110/t fob Turkey. However,
buyers were reluctant to engage in buying after replenishing their stocks in the past three weeks enough to step back in
expectation of new alternative offers from returning Asian suppliers, traders say.

CORPORATE
Natural gas supply resumes to Turkish
steel industry
Turkish state gas distributor Botas says it will
end restrictions on natural gas flow to
industries on 8 February at 08:00 local time.
Botas previously sent a letter to industrial
plants and gas-cycle power plants that
produce electricity, stating it will cut natural
gas supply by 40%. This was due to the
interruption in natural gas flow from Iran to
Turkey arising from a technical failure. As of
31 January, the 40% cut in natural gas flow
was eased to 20% following the restart of
natural gas supply to Turkey in limited
volumes.

RAW MATERIALS
Pig iron trade stays hot, despite US/China
absence
Global merchant pig iron sentiment continued
to strengthen last week, with new sales
concluded at higher levels amid increased
enquiries. One Italian buyer, pushed by
rapidly diminishing port stocks and low CIS
spot availability, accepted higher offers and
booked a large Brazilian parcel at $540/tonne
fob Brazil. The 35,000-tonne late March/early
April-loading lot is estimated to cost and
freight at around $585-595/t cfr Marghera.
The sale has propelled new offers from
Brazilian sellers of up to $540-550/t fob, rising
to $560/t fob from some suppliers later in the
week. This also interrupted several other
negotiations with European buyers, which
were circling $530-535/t fob levels, traders
say. Italian buyers, the majority of whom are
still bidding at maximum $580/t cfr, may have
run out of options amid a lack of other offers,
with sales this week expected to continue at
new higher levels, they add.

LONGS
MENA billet prices rise daily
In the Middle East, domestic and imported
billet prices are increasing relentlessly.
Traders are revising import offers daily and
domestic billet producers are following suit. In
United Arab Emirates on Thursday, initial
quotes for local induction furnace route
150mm 3sp grade billet were prevailing at
$660-670/tonne ex-works; however, there is
shortage of material. Last week, a small
parcel of nearly 10,000t was booked at
$640-645/t ex-works. A Gulf Cooperation
integrated EAF mill is heard to be in the final
stage of concluding a billet deal with a trader
to Egypt at $680-685/t fob, for a 30,000t cargo
for April shipment. The deal had not been
concluded before deadline on Thursday. A
rebar export deal was also concluded by a
Qatar mill on Wednesday, for over 30,000t
destined to the Far East for end-March
shipment.

FLATS
Turkey further cuts HR flats exports in
2021
Turkey cut its exports of hot-rolled flat
products in 2021 for the third consecutive
year, while ramping up imports considerably.
According to Turkish Statistical Institute
(TUIK) data, Turkey reduced exports of flat
hot-rolled products under HS code 7208 by
8.2% on-year to 2.76 million tonnes, but
imports jumped 34.6% to 5.53mt. The most
impressive development was the return of

SAMPLE
Issue: 7-22 | Date: 15 February 2022

By: Adam Smith, Global Editor - Steel
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Price Movement
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Price Spreads

SAMPLE
Issue: 7-22 | Date: 15 February 2022

Most advanced: Italy Stainless HRC - Stainless CRC Spread

Click here to view these spreads online

Click here to view this graph online

Click here to view this graph online

Most declined: China Billet - Rebar

https://production.kallanish.com/en/price-spreads/
https://www.kallanish.com/en/price-spreads/spread-details/turkey-billet-angle-bars-spread/
https://www.kallanish.com/en/prices/list/ferrous/price-spreads/italy-stainless-hrc-stainless-crc-spread/
https://www.kallanish.com/en/price-spreads/spread-details/turkey-billet-angle-bars-spread/
https://www.kallanish.com/en/prices/list/ferrous/price-spreads/china-billet-rebar-spread/
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Special Feature

Biden administration attempts to
reform Trump-era trade policies
As President Joe Biden enters into his second year in office, his
administration is working to fine-tune former President Donald Trump's
protectionist tariff policies on imports of steel into the US.

SAMPLE
Issue: 7-22 | Date: 15 February 2022

By: Zach Johnson, Steel Journalist
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Word of the week

Contact

Corex is the reduction process for production of hot metal
from iron ore using coal. It is a coal-based smelting
process that yields hot metal or pig iron. The process
gasifies non-coking coal in a smelting reactor, which also
produces liquid iron. The gasified coal is fed into a shaft
furnace, where it removes oxygen from iron ore lumps,
pellets, or sinter; the reduced iron is then fed to the
smelting reactor.
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